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Abstract
ln the paper a numerical program package is described to calculate incompressible,

unsteady, ihree-dimensional, viscous and turbulent flow fields around sharp edged

obstaclej. By this the velocity and pressure distributions in the flow field and on the

surfaces of square-formed bodies in a plane channel can be determined, as well as the

frequencies of periodic vortex separations
The channel consists of two plates extended to infinity. On the lower plate the

square-formed body, which is identical with the building model, is placed. The flow is

maintained by a pressure gradient in x,-direction. Therefore the main flow direction is

identical with the x,,-direction, see figure 1'

The purpose òf our work is to apply the concept of large-eddy-simulation (LES) to

practical problems in building aerodynamics. By the aid of numerical calculations some

special situations for the experimental investigation of the flow around building models

in a wind tunnel are demonstrated. The numerical results are compared with different

experiments.

1. BASIC EQUATIONS AND DISCRETISATION

ln order to calculate turbulent flow fields at high Reynolds numbers, which usually

occur in practical problems in building aerodynamics, a turbulence model is necessary.

We use ine targe-eddy-simulation (LES). ln this case the basic equations are changed

due to smoothing opeiations. ln the large-eddy-simulation the large scales, depending

on the type of thãflow, are simulated directly. The information on the small, not resolved

scales,-are given by the model assumptions for the subgrid scale turbulence' The

separation oitne targe scales from the subgrid scale effects are made by the integration

ofihebasicequationsoversmallvolumeelements Thesizeoftheseelementsaregiven
by the mesh grid. Hereby we get the following normalized basic equations in difference

form: 
ó, 'fr = o

v-

iE)= -o;(ja iq)-t,'r+0, (ryr.*) -'T,ùf 6r¡ P.
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These equations al:e solved numerically on a staggered grid. Forthespatial discretisation
central finite differences are used

3. RESULTS

2. TIME INTEGRATION AND SUBGRID SCALE MODELLING

For the time integration an bxplicit Ëuler-leaþ-frog scheme is applied. Due to the
difficulties in calculating the pressure term in the above-mentioned ryit"r of differe¡tial
equations (the operation divergence applied to the inomentum eqúation results in an
elliptic differential equation with inhomogeneous Neumann{ype boundary conditions)
the solution procedure follows the sche ne of Corin l3t. By this in a first step aÁ
approximated velocity field is calculated without taking in coñsideration the turbulent
pressure term. ln the next step we have to solve a Poisson-equation for the pressure term
in order to determine finally the exact velocity field. The described set of equations has
to be solved at every time step. This demonstrates th¡at the solution of ihe disirete
Poisson-equation is an essential part of the numerical calculation. Therefore we have
to introduce fast Poisson solvers and to use the capacitance matrix technique (CMT)
(see e.g. Buzbee et al. 11l, schumann /g/, schmitt /6/) to minimize the cpu{imò.
, . ln large-eddy-simulations the subgrid scale siresses are to simulate. For this

purpose the unknown subgrid scale strelses can be devided into an unsteady, local-
isotropic part and into a steady inhomogeneous part, as proposed by Grötzbacn ls¡ ano
schumann 17l. For both parts the Boussinesq-approximation ié carried out. The
simulation of the isotropic eddy viscosity is done by the eneigy model.of prand¡. for tnå
inhomogeneous term of the eddy viscosity the simpter prañåfl mixing-lengtn-mo¿el is
appliecl.

Since the basic equations are of the elliptic type on all boundaries of the calculation
region, boundary conditions have to be defined. We use in x,- and xr-direction periodic
boundary conditions. On the channelwalls and on the surfaces ottnJouilo¡ng model no-
slip conditions are assumed. The size of the calculation domain is 128x64x64 grid points
(x.,-, xr-, x.-direction).

Figure 2 shows a comparison of the calculated velocity profiles with experiments
for a turbulent flow. ln both pictures the time-averaged veiocity components in x,_
direction are plôtted; in ihe upper half as sicJeview and în the lowår na¡t as topview. The
numerical results are compared with experiments (marked with + in the plòts)carried out
by Castro and Robins /2/. On the top of the building model as well as in the leeward region
behindthe rnodela good agreement between the ñumerical results and the experimental
data can'be seen.

-{Al9o the high location of the vortex center, whiqh is observed in the experiments,
is well predicted by the numerical calculation ( see figure'3 ). ln this fijure the cat;ht"j
velocity dìstribution around the building model are ptotteoj in the,rp"per half the vr-, v3-
components of the velocity vectors and in the lower half the v,-orofiles.

Figure 4 shows the comparison of the experimentally'determined streaklines
(above) on the ground plate of the wind tunnel with the numeiical results lbelow¡. Èrom

I



the comparison can be seen that the large-eddy-simulqtton describes very well details

of the turbulent flow field: the horse-shoe vortex around the building model, the flow

separation at the side walls of the model ancl the details ln the wake of the body.

For the flow around slend'er bodies often appeàr periodic load fluctuations due to

unsteady vortex separation. These instabilities can lead on the sLlrfaces of a building to

ã mater¡ãt damagg Therefore the frequencies of such a vortex separation is of great

interest ior practìcal problems in building aerodyna¡ics. ln figureò 5 and 6 the flow

aroqnd a sharþ-edged rectangular cylinder at six different time 5[pps for one period are

we see the velocity distributions and irl figure 6 the momentaneous
otted. The rrortex separation is alternating, that means rt is displaced
riod.

d numbers for different Reynolds numbers are

com al results.
e ee-dimensional numerical results are

the reprèsentation of the streamlines. ln fiç he three-dimensionäl streamlines for

thbflowaround a rectangulàrcylindeiin a channelare drawn in the so-called "Kavalier"-
perspective (above), in the sideview (center)and in the viewfrom above (below)., On this

iigure tne aOà¡t¡onaj ¡nfluence of tl'ie top wall and the ground plate of the wind tùnnel to

the ¡ow phenornena is shown. ln the immediate neighbourhood of the walls the

' flüctuations in the flow are strongly ìnfluenced; there is no periodi: unsteady flow in this

region- The unsteady flow phenomena appear only in some di$ãnce from the tunnel

wãlts. For the interpretation of such pictures the top- a¡d sidevrews together with the 3-

D répresentalion must betaken into accounttô be sure that no misinterpretation is made.
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Fig.1 Sketch of the tunnel geometry
and the building model

Fig.3

Calculated turbulent velocity

top: vr-, v3-components,

bottom: v,-profiles

Fig.4 Comparison of the visualized
streamlines in the plane k= 1.

Fig.2 Comparison of the calculated time-avaraged
velocity profiles with experimental data.
(+ = experiment)
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streaklines in the wind tunnel with calculated
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Fig.5 Periodic flow separation behind
a square cYlinder at Re = 40'000'

Calculateá velocity vectors (topview)'
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Fig.6 Periodic flow separation behind

a square cYlinder at Re = 40'000'

Calculated momentaneous stream-

lines (toPview).
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Fis.7 Strouhal-number versus Rcynolds-number for the flôw around
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Fig.8 Particle pathes calculated from the momentaneous velocity field for a square
cylinder (Re = 139).

a) perspective drawing b) sideview c) topview


